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Abstract. Organizational model of the heat energy market on a unified
heat supply organization is considered. An equilibrium mathematical
model is proposed for the liberalized tariff setting conditions based on a
microeconomic monopolistic market model. This mathematical model
allows for taking into account energy production and transportation costs
as part of a single economic criterion and to determine the supply and
demand equilibrium for heat energy. The search for an optimal solution to
the developed mathematical model of the unified heat supply organization
is based on the univariate relaxation method with the subsequent use of
methods of redundant design and simple iterative schemes. The developed
mathematical model fully reflect the current “rules of the game” between
heat energy producers and consumers and allow a maximum consideration
for the interests of all participants of the heat supply process under physical
and engineering constraints on heat energy sources and heat networks.

1 Introduction
There are more than 50 thousand heat markets in the Russian Federation [1] and all of them
are controlled by natural monopolies. Most of them represent local heating systems that
have branched heat networks and a limited number of heat sources.
Currently, Russia’s heat power industry goes toward liberalization and market reforms
[2], which suggests abolishment of state control over heat tariffs and establishment of a
unified heat supply organization (UHSO) according to the Federal law No.190 «On heat
supply» [3]. This unified heat supply organization will make it possible to reduce the heat
production costs and to more effectively supply heat to consumers in its service area.
This model of heat supply is being gradually adopted in real practice in urban and rural
areas of the Russian Federation. The proposed model suggests the integration of all heating
system functions, including heat generation, transportation and sale, to be performed within
the unified heat supply organization.
With this heat supply model, the unified heat supply organization should become the
owner of all the municipal assets including heat sources and distribution heat networks.
*
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Such a merging of the main assets and heat supply control processes shapes the unified heat
supply organization as a single seller in the heat market, i.e. a monopolist. Thus, the unified
heat supply organization will have a total control of heat supply in the market and market
heat price.
The relationships between the market participants in the form of the model of the
unified heat supply organization develop according to a certain pattern and imply the
following. Based on the forecasts of demand and optimal options of heating system
expansion, the unified heat supply organization delivers heat (under medium-term and
long-term contracts) to consumers at a price calculated as a sum of a price of heat source
heat generation and a price of heat transportation from the heat source to the consumer. In
this case, the unified heat supply organization produces the amount of heat that on the one
hand would maximize its profit, given physical-technical constraints on heat sources and
heat networks, and meet the demand for heat specified by the consumer, and on the other
hand would correspond to the consumer wish to pay for this demand.
It is worthwhile to emphasize a classical microeconomic model of monopoly [4-7]
among the most widely applied approaches to modeling of the medium–term (or long-term)
forecasting of possible

2 A mathematical model of the Unified heat supply organization
Heat market in the format of an organizational model of the unified heat supply
organization with a great number of sources and heat networks is modeled by a hydraulic
circuit. The hydraulic circuit represents a calculated scheme of a real heating system that
consists of m nodes and n branches [8]. The hydraulic circuit structure is described by a
total coupling matrix A . The number of rows in this matrix coincides with the number of
nodes, and the number of columns – with the number of branches. Hydraulic circuit
represents an aggregate of ordered sets, including a set of nodes – J   j : j  1,..., m that
consists of subsets: J hs – heat source, J con – consumers and J 0 – ordinary branching
nodes in the scheme; and a set of branches – I  i : i  1,..., n , that show the specified pairwise relations between the nodes.
Modeling of such a system is performed with a certain time interval, that starts with the
initial time τ 0 (for example, corresponding to a calculated heating load) and finishes with
the final (design) time Т.
According to [9], the optimal flow distribution in the heat network for each calculated
time τ can have the following form:
(1)
Ax τ  G τ ,
T

(2)
h τ  SX τ x τ ,
(3)
where A – an (m – 1)×n coupling matrix of linearly independent m nodes and n branches;
x τ – a vector of flow rates in the network segments t/h; G τ –a vector of mass flow rates at
A Pτ  h τ  H τ ,

T

nodes, t/h; A – a transposed coupling matrix of m nodes and n branches; Pτ – a vector of
nodal pressures, mwc; h τ – a vector of losses, mwc; H τ – a vector of real heads, mwc; S
and X τ (n×n) – diagonal matrices of order n, including the values of coefficients of
hydraulic resistance of branches s (mh2/t2) and absolute values of flow rates in them
xτ (t/h).
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The equation relating the quantity of heat with mass flow rate of heat carrier is
determined by the known relationship [10]:
Q jτ  c  G jτ  (t1  t2 ),

(4)

where с – heating capacity of heat carrier, GJ/kg· ºС; t1 and t 2 – temperature of the
network water in supply and return pipelines, respectively, ºС;
Part of nodes in the hydraulic circuit represent the sites where heat sources that have
heat output limitations are located, GJ/h:
hs
hs
Q hs
j_ min  Q jτ  Q j _ max , j  J hs , τ  τ 0 ,..., T.

(5)

A set of consumers in the heat market can be represented by two subsets: residential
consumers and industrial consumers.

Demand of residential consumers for heat Q rc
jτ is determined by the curve of heating

load duration. Configuration of this curve is rather well defined by Rossander equation.
According to this equation, heating load at each time τ is determined by the expression
[11], GJ/h:





Q rc
jτ  1  (1  r )  τ τ hp

where

Q hl
j

( g r ) (1 g )  Qhlj  Qhwl
j , j  J rc

– calculated heating load, GJ/h;

Q hwl
j

(6)

– calculated hot water load, GJ/h; r and

g – coefficients of heating load curve unevenness;  – share of hot water load; τ hp –

duration of heating period.

Demand for heat of the industrial consumer Q IC
jτ is modeled by demand characteristic.

This characteristic is based on real calculations for individually considered industrial
consumers by approximating the retrospective data, given the forecast assessments of heat
consumption volumes and heat prices. A more general form of the characteristic can be as
follows [12, 13], GJ/h:
Q ic
jτ   j ( w jτ ), j  J ic ,

(7)

where  j ( w jτ ) – demand for heat of the consumer.
Each industrial consumer has their limitations on heat consumption, GJ/h:
ic
Q ic
jτ  Q j _ max , j  J ic .

(8)

Behavior of the unified heat supply organization in the heat market is determined by the
amount of profit to be gained as a result of meeting the demand for heat specified by the
consumer. In this case, the objective function takes account of both the heat production
costs, and the costs related to its transportation to each consumer [14], EUR:
total
PUHSO   wτ  Q hs
,
jτ  Z
jJ hs

where

hn
hs
Z Total   Z hs
j (Q j )   Z i τ
jJ hs

iI

(9)

– total costs related to heat production

hn
 Z hs
j (Q j ) and heat transportation  Ziτ , EUR; wτ – heat price or the inverse demand

jJ hs

iI

function, EUR/GJ.
The heat production costs of heat sources at any time τ can be represented by a
functional dependence on the amount of heat produced by them. It includes both variable
(fuel) and constant (maintenance) costs [15, 16]:
hs
hs 2
hs
Z hs
jτ (Q jτ )  α j  (Q jτ )  β j  Q jτ  γ j , α j  0, j  J hs , τ  τ 0 ,..., T,
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where α j , β j , γ j – approximation coefficients of heat source cost characteristic.
Heat network costs are determined according to the following analytical dependence
[17] and include operating costs and costs of heat carrier pumping in the heat networks:
hn
2
 Ziτ ( xiτ )  F1  F2   xiτ xiτ  si ,

iI

iI

(11)

where xiτ – heat carrier flow rate in the i–th section of the heating network at time τ, t/h;
F1 – semi-fixed costs, EUR; F2 – coefficient at semi-fixed heat network costs, EUR.
Based on the above mentioned, an equilibrium between demand and supply in the heat
market for liberalized model of the unified heat supply organization is determined by
solving the problem of profit maximization of the organization [14], given constraints.
Find:
T

T

 PτUHSO  

τ  τ0

T

 wτ  Q hs
jτ  

τ  τ 0 jJ hs

T

hs
hn
 Z hs
jτ (Q jτ )    Z iτ ( xiτ )  max,

τ  τ 0 jJ hs

τ  τ 0 iI

(12)

subject to (1)-(8).
The search for an optimal solution to the developed mathematical model of the unified
heat supply organization is based on the univariate relaxation method [18] with the
subsequent use of methods of redundant design [19] and simple iterative schemes. The
method suggests the reduction of the multidimensional optimization problem to onedimensional one and the use of a stepwise procedure for the improvement of solutions
concerning the volumes of heat production by heat sources.
The computational process of search for an equilibrium between demand and supply
based on the considered model can be presented graphically. To this end, we will consider a
heating system with two heat sources and time interval τ  1 (Fig.1).

I – numbers of heat network sections; II – numbers of heat network nodes
Fig.1. A calculated scheme of heat supply to consumers.
Graphically, the objective function of the unified heat supply organization is a convex
paraboloid with its vertex directed upward (Fig.2 a)). Figure 2 b) illustrates isolines of an
objective function that show the area of change in the profit under various combinations of
heat production volumes of heat sources. The computational process starts with a zero
coordinate toward an increase in the profit of the unified heat supply organization (point A,
Figure 2 b). Optimal solution for the considered example is obtained already in the 5th
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iteration and corresponds to point Q*. The broken line А-B-C-D-Q* represents the
computational process trajectory itself.

а)
б)
Fig.2. Graphical interpretation of a computational process of search for an optimal solution.
The equilibrium achieved at point Q*, represents an optimal solution in terms of the heat
volumes produced by the heat sources, equilibrium price of heat production and profit of
the unified heat supply organization that corresponds to these values, provided the physical
and technical constraints in the heating system are met, and demand equals supply at time
τ  1 for the calculated ambient temperature.

3 Conclusions
An equilibrium mathematical model is developed for the organizational model of the heat
market in the format of the unified heat supply organization. The model is based on the
microeconomic model of the monopoly market. This mathematical model makes it possible
to take into account the heat production and transportation costs as a single economic
criterion. An algorithm is proposed to search for an optimal solution to the mathematical
model of the unified heat supply organization. The algorithm is based on the method of
univariate relaxation. The heating system with two heat sources was used to exemplify the
computation technique of search for a solution.
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